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1 Language Evolution 

1.1 Introduction 

Extensive work in the field of synthetic ethology demonstrates that multi-agent 
simulation is a useful tool for exploring a multitude of population-based phe
nomena, including economics, epidemiology, and language evolution. From a 
structured canon of local interactions and low-level rules, complex behaviors 
can emerge in a wide range of situations. This notion of 'emergence' is central 
to evolutionary studies, biological or otherwise. This paper addresses the cur
rent models of language evolution as put forward by contemporary researchers 
and attempts to codify the rules of language modeling. It seeks to modify the 
work done by Bart de Boer [7, 6, 8, 10] in self-organizing vowel systems by mod
ifying certain principles of his simulation. With a few algorithmic changes, I 
hope to isolate the clustering mechanism at the heart of the simulation, so that 
it may be used in modeling self-organizing systems other than vowel inventories. 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the study of language evolution, then 
outlines the current research in the field and synthesizes the central principles of 
synthetic ethology as demonstrated by these systems. Chapter 2 describes the 
implementational details of reproducing de Boer's simulation and discusses the 
results. Chapter 3 explains the simplified model in terms of algorithmic changes 
and organizational consequences. Chapter 4 discusses what can be learned from 
these experiments. 

1.2 What is Language Evolution? 

The study of Language Evolution deals with explaining how human language 
came about from non-language [25]. It is an problem central to the under
standing of humanity and the human brain. In many ways, it is very similar to 
the problem of biological evolution. Much time and energy has been devoted 
to investigating the origins of humanity, and this enterprise is integral to our 
understanding of our species. The same is true of language; it is one of the 
many aspects of humanity that separates us from the apes, and the one people 
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most often point to in order to illustrate our civility. The first question we 
must ask is "Where does language come from?" and that is easily answered by 
Chomsky, "From the Language Organ." But then we must ask "Where did the 
Language Organ come from?" and that is a harder question to answer. 

We know from studying the brain that there is no single physical structure 
devoted to language [25], so it is not an easy phenomenon to explain. It seems 
that most structures involved in the production and processing of language are 
used for other tasks as well, suggesting that language was not the goal of the 
human brain, but rather a by-product of its evolution. 

Robert Worden sets out four criteria for a theory of language evolution [29]: 

(a) Evolution. It should be consistent with he constraints of the 
theory of evolution given the fossil evidence of human evolution and 
the selection pressures on our ancestors. 

(b) Language use. It should agree about what we know about the 
uses of language- including the range of meanings language can ex
press, the speed and robustness with which we use it, and the facts 
of language learning, structure, and diversity. 

(c) Neurophysiology and anatomy. It should agree with what we 
know from PET scans, lesion data, and other sources about the 
locations of language processing in the brain. 

(d) Computation. It should give a working model of how language 
computations are done in the brain- how we represent language 
meanings, how we convert word sounds into those meanings when 
understanding language, how we convert in the reverse direction to 
generate language, and how we learn a language. 

Ideally, researchers strive for a comprehensive theory that encompasses all 
of Worden's elements. This list is daunting, however, because there are still 
considerable gaps in our knowledge of each. 

1.3 How is Language Evolution Studied? 

The study of Language Evolution is markedly different from that of biological 
evolution. Archaeologists have the distinct advantage of being able to mine 
data from rock and rubble. Because speech does not make for good fossils, 
researchers in Language Evolution must devise craftier methods of acquiring 
evidence. Several approaches have been attempted. 

First, one can study linguistic and extra-linguistic communication in non
human primates. Because we share many of the same biological and neurologi
cal structures, there are certain similarities in our capacities for language [27]. 
However, several divergences occur between the physiology of humans and other 
primates that offer us insight as to the differences between human biological and 
social imperatives and those of our closest evolutionary relative. Using these 
divergences as a starting point, we can try to figure out which structures are 
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linked to language, then attempt to trace the route that biological evolution 
may have taken to get this result. 

Second, we can examine human language behavior. Much can be understood 
by studying the way in which children acquire language. It can give us insight 
into the basic processes at work in a simplified arena and help us to distinguish 
what is inherent from what is learned [27]. Additionally, studying the effects of 
different types of aphasia can provide details about the structures of the brain 
used in language production and perception. 

But language is not solely a property of an individual. It is instead a complex 
and dynamic system owned by a population [25]. When socialization comes into 
the picture, we must set aside Chomsky's paradigm of the ideal speaker [4] and 
delve into the third option: the study of population. When we start to explore 
the effects of population dynamics and the propagation of language through a 
group, what we encounter is a problem of modeling [18]. This can be approx
imated with mathematical equations, and has been done so since the 1960s. 
For example, Liljencrants and Lindblom optimized the acoustic distribution of 
a vowel inventory by optimizing an abstract energy function [16]. While math 
is a useful tool for making generalizations about a pattern, it lacks the power 
to robustly model population-wide behaviors. Several variables must be fixed 
and there is no room for randomness. Mathematical models are powerless to 
explain the actual cognitive processes at work in any case because they make 
large assumptions about the uniformity of individuals in a population [25]. 

In order to more accurately model the interplay among language users in 
a dynamic population, synthetic implementations may be employed. It is here 
that the computer simulation becomes invaluable. Because it is generally ac
cepted that the structures of language constitute an emergent property of hu
man populations [7], it is permissible to model small slices of those populations 
with groups of locally-interacting artificial language agents. These agents are 
programmed with the human brain in mind, but in implementation represent 
highly simplified, highly specialized heuristics that attempt to model human 
cognition. The conclusions drawn from the simulations can then give us limited, 
but informative, insight into the actual workings of language evolution. Sim
ilar methodology is recycled in studies of epidemiology and economics, where 
population dynamics are again at the center of the theory [18]. 

The increased processing power and memory capacity of contemporary com
puting allows us to fruitfully investigate the origins of language by means of 
computer simulation. The motivation for this manner of investigation, as ex
plained by de Boer [8] is that it is insufficient to describe a language capacity as 
'innate.' We must then explain how that innateness evolved, and the only way 
we may do so and also justify the explanatory power of our results is to model 
the evolution of language in a population of simulated, autonomous language 
agents [25]. 
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1.4 Agent-Based Simulation 

Agent-based simulation is a computational approach to the study of populations. 
'Agents' are small programs that can interact with each other and their envi
ronment according to a set of rules. The purpose of agent-based simulation is to 
study complex behaviors that emerge from simple rules and local interactions. A 
particular subfield has come to be recognized with respect to language modeling. 
The majority of the work has been done in language evolution [30, 22, 5, 13] 
but some simulations in language change have been attempted [12, 20]. The 
difference between the two fields is that language evolution tries to build new 
structures from scratch, where language change starts from some point after 
language has emerged. 

Curran and O'Riordan outline three theoretical approaches to the synthetic 
modeling of language evolution: Genetic Evolution, Adaptation and Self-organization, 
and Genetic Assimilation [5]. 'Genetic Evolution' is the most Chomskian ap
proach, assuming that organisms inherently possess the structures necessary for 
complex systems to arise, a language acquisition device (LAD). Mutation intro
duces enough variation into the system for properties to evolve over generations. 

The second approach is labeled 'Adaptation and Self-organization.' It is 
based on the assumption that interactions within the population are sufficient 
to evolve a complex system such as language, and that no LAD exists. The 
language community is motivated by positive feedback loops, in that a developed 
language leads to improved communication, which itself reinforces the language. 
Novelty is introduced through communication errors during language contact. 
There is no genetic transmission involved; each successive generation learns 
the current state of the language from scratch, introducing innovation into the 
language as it does so. 

Finally, 'Genetic Assimilation' combines the first two approaches. Under 
this theory, organisms in a population are motivated by positive feedback loops, 
success in one iteration increasing the chance of future success, but do not start 
from scratch each generation. Throughout their lifetimes, they learn through 
adaptation and then pass their learned traits genetically to their offspring. The 
strategies most conducive to survival are propagated through the population, 
effectively creating a race of organisms with an increasing genetic predisposition 
to language. Thus the LAD is affected both by adaptation on the level of the 
individual and evolution over generations. 

Regardless of the theoretical approach, certain properties of agent-based 
systems tend to remain constant. All simulations involve agents, a set of rules 
for language contact, and a learning algorithm [23]. Most are enacted in a finite 
spatial environment. Most introduce some element of stochasticity, or random 
error, into the language community [24]. Some specify the replacement of agents 
over time [8]. These similarities represent the beginning of paradigm. As years 
pass and more synthetic models are built, the field to converges on a set of rules 
that future simulations must follow. 

Once we can model real-world behavior, we have an arena for studying the 
response of a language-evolving system to different stimuli. For example, in a 
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working system of twenty agents that play imitation games to develop a lexicon, 
what happens if there are two hundred agents, or if the possible word space is 
cut in half? In this way, we are not claiming that language evolution occurred 
exactly as in our simulation, merely that a system that behaves similarly may 
give us insight into certain principles of our own behavior [25]. With this goal 
in mind, there is the imperative to remain faithful to the observed properties of 
human communication and Worden's criteria for an informative theory. 

1.5 Issues in Simulation 

1.5.1 Emergence and Self-organization 

The evolution of human language is what we may term an emergent process [25]. 
Though definitions of emergence may be incomplete, it can be said that it 
describes large-scale patterns manifested as a result of small-scale processes. In 
grouping language evolution in the class of emergent patterns, we can apply 
the principles already developed for emergence. First, there is a marked lack of 
central control. Interactions between individuals are local. Agents do not have 
access to the inner workings of each other. No agent may directly change the 
state of another. Agents interact according to a series of local rules [18]. Thus, 
any population-wide patterns that emerge are the result of processes taking 
place on the level of the individual [25]. 

Browman and Goldstein define 'self-organization' as "the spontaneous emer
gence of order" [2]. The term is often used to describe systems such as market 
prices, population flux, and phoneme inventories, where multiple internal pro
cesses are in effect that determine the form of the system. 

1.5.2 Synthetic Ethology 

Ethology is the study of the behavior of organism populations in a specific envi
ronment. Synthetic ethology brings this study into the domain of computation, 
where we are able to finely control conditions for experimentation [18]. Synthetic 
ethology is a powerful tool because it exploits our knowledge of population dy
namics to grant us insight into their effects. de Boer says that once we get a 
simulation that accurately predicts things we can attest in the real world, then 
that simulation becomes an arena for studying aspects of the phenomenon and 
its response to different changes in circumstance, environment, etc. [6]. Thus, 
we have created 'in silico,' in the words of Epstein and Axtell, a method of 
studying the evolution of language [11]. In theory, any phenomenon that is a 
property of a group can be modeled and studied with the use of agent-based 
simulation. Computer simulation gives us insight into the dynamics of inter
acting language agents. It helps to turn a thought experiment into a physical, 
manipulable system. 
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1.5.3 Sufficient v. Necessary 

Agent-based simulations seek to illustrate sufficient conditions for the observed 
behavior of a population. However, they do not claim to prove that these con
ditions constitute the exact situation under which the behavior developed. This 
uncertainty is at the heart of the difference between 'sufficient' and 'necessary 
conditions. Consider a simulation that could be said to successfully evolve lan
guage. This shows that the circumstances under which it does so are 'sufficient' 
for successful language evolution. This is not to say they are 'necessary.' A 
completely different set of conditions may exist under which language may also 
successfully emerge. If we are able to determine a large enough set of suffi
cient conditions, we will be able to study them in combination, find patterns, 
highlight the central principles, and gain a greater understanding of what condi
tions may have been necessary to evolve language in humans. More importantly, 
it provides important evidence for ruling out certain scenarios that could not 
possibly have resulted in the relevant behavior. 

1.6 Approaches to Language Simulation 

There have been several approaches to the computational modeling of language 
evolution over the past decade. From these, a specific canon of principles have 
emerged, under which subsequent researchers must operate. They include a 
number of restrictions on the implementation of agents, the rules for language 
interaction, and sources of variation within the simulation. To codify these 
principles, five very different approaches to language modeling are considered 
with respect to Curran and O'Riordan's theories of language evolution. 

One of the most extensive and renowned is the 'Talking Heads' simulation of 
Luc Steels et al. (1998) [24]. A population ofrobotic agents is shown to evolve a 
lexicon through iterated naming games with other agents. Learning is motivated 
by positive feedback loops incurred during communication. New agents are 
given no genetic advantage and must learn the language just as the previous 
generation did. There are multiple sources of stochasticity in language contact, 
stemming from mishearing, imperfect memory access, and a physical component 
introducing inaccuracy in perception. Steels' agents possess inherent structures 
that allow them to store form-meaning pairs and make decisions about their 
utility. 

A slightly modified system is employed by de Boer in his vowel organization 
simulation [6, 7, 8]. Like Steels', it is based primarily in the Adaptation and 
Self-organization approach. Agents interact and form a vowel inventory without 
any sort of central control. Motivation is in the form of a positive feedback 
loop based on the success of iterative imitation games between agents. Each 
successive generation of agents must start from scratch, not inheriting any sort 
of genetic predisposition from parents. However, agents possess a limited LAD 
in the form of inherent structures for analyzing and storing vowels. This is 
genetic in the sense that these structure are given to each agent at birth, but 
does not follow the Chomskian model because these structures are not subject 
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to crossover and mutation over generations. 
Browman and Goldstein (2000) attempt to model the self-organization of 

phonetic gestures in an agent-based context [2]. The simulation contains only 
two agents, endowed with the ability produce, hear, analyze, and remember 
sound gestures. They do not exist in the context of a spatial environment. 
There is no replacement over time. Agents have a limited ability to recover 
gestures from sound signals and all communication takes place in a noisy chan
nel, introducing stochasticity into the simulation. Language interaction is based 
on imitating signals; both agents take turns speaking and imitating. Browman 
and Goldstein's simulation takes elements from both the Adaptation and Self
organization and Genetic Evolution approaches, but does not achieve a synthesis 
as complete as Genetic Assimilation. There are only two agents and no replace
ment, so no genetic change is taking place. However, there are very specific 
structures in place for language processing. Thus, this system does not fit well 
into any of Curran and O'Riordan's theories of language evolution. 

Walshe (2001) takes a different approach to language evolution, attempting 
to model signalling between socially related agents [28]. His 'Linguanas' exist 
in parent-child relationships where communication is based on the sending of 
instructions from one to the other. A lexicon is developed based on the success 
of each signal in helping to increase the status of the agent pairs. Like Steels', 
Walshe's simulation best fits into the Adaptation and Self-Organization school. 
Language interaction is motivated by a well-structured reward system. While 
control is exercised by the environment and adult agents, there is no central
ized control of the language. Linguanas possess standard inherent structure 
necessary for processing linguistic data, but do not pass them on to offspring. 

In contrast, Cangelosi and Parisi (1996) [1] take the 'Genetic Assimilation' 
approach in their simulations. Their system treats language as a series of bi
nary strings that describe the properties of 'mushrooms' that agents seek to 
gather. Interactions between agents aim to disseminate information about ed
ible and poisonous varieties, and the success of these dictates the composition 
of a population-wide lexicon. Agents learn through positive feedback loops, 
but then pass on these learned structures, the trained neural networks, to their 
children. This effectively models the increased genetic predisposition to lan
guage over time. Also different from the other three models is the treatment of 
the LAD. In using a neural network to represent agents' brains, Cangelosi and 
Parisi are giving them an acquisition device that is not as specifically tuned to 
language as, for example, de Boer's phoneme processing system. 

All of these simulations attempt to show that language can evolve from a 
population motivated only by the need for communication. However, as much 
as they try to abstract away from a LAD, they endow their agents with certain 
structures designed for language processing. Arguably, these are equivalent to 
those of the human brain and are therefore allowable in a decentralized model 
of language evolution [25], but they do not seem consistent with the theory of 
Adaptation and Self-organization, using elements of Chomskian language the
ory. In his description of synthetic models, Steels allows general structures to 
be in place, but not tuned to language capabilities [25]. He also characterizes 
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the Adaptation and Self-organization theory as based on "a system of elements 
with only local interactions but strong positive feedback loops" [23]. However, 
both his own experiment and de Boer's allow for random interaction between 
agents, as they are not based in a spatial environment. In this respect, neither 
model conforms fully to the precepts of Adaptation and Self-organization. Even 
though they give agents an inherent disposition to language, without genera
tional inheritance of learned properties, they likewise do not conform to Ge
netic Assimilation. Walshe, as well as Browman and Goldstein, eschew both 
approaches with his lack of inheritance and heavily encoded LAD. 

Only Cangelosi and Parisi, who abstract away from language as far as pos
sible, represent a well-structured implementation of a single language evolution 
theory. Their neural nets comply with Steels' specification for a general-purpose 
processing device. They conform to the precepts of both language adapt ion and 
genetic inheritance, and typify the study of synthetic ethology [18]. 

However disparate these models may seem, each employs what can be con
sidered the universal principles of multi-agent language simulation. All of the 
systems are based on agents with a limited view of the world. These agents can 
change their states based on interactions with fellow agents, but do not have 
access to the internal states of their peers. Steels characterizes these principles 
as 'autonomy' and 'distributedness' [23]. He would also have ideal simulations 
include 'groundedness' as a property of agents as well, necessitating robotic el
ements and situating agents in a real-world environment, a necessary part of 
the evolution of language [26]. Agents are endowed with a small set of domain
specific abilities. 

Secondly, each experiment contains sources of stochasticity. This property 
is unique to agent-based simulation. Mathematical modeling has no way of 
introducing random error into equations. 

The interactions of the agents are structures and goal-driven. Rules are 
simple and unambiguous, and limited to a small domain. There is always some 
motivation encoded in the rules of interaction. Often it is imitation, sometimes 
an imperative to maximize a fitness function. However the interactions are 
implemented, there is always some inherent directive that agents must follow. 

2 Simulation 

de Boer's simulation seeks to illustrate how vowel inventories self-organize. As 
described in Chapter 1, it is based in an 'Adaptation and Self-organization 
approach,' but also contains structures specifically tuned to language processing. 
This chapter will outline the nature of human vowel systems and describe the 
process of reproducing de Boer's experiments. 

2.1 Human Vowel Systems 

Human vowel systems are largely similar across languages. There are sweeping 
generalizations to be made about their size, distribution, and acoustic prop-
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Figure 1: Mid-sagittal representation of vocal tract, with tongue positions for 
/i/ and /u/ corresponding to the vowel trapezoid. [17] 

erties. The range of sounds humans can produce is restricted by physiology. 
Vowel sounds have certain articulatory features: backness, height, and round
ing. /i/ is a high front unrounded vowel; /0/ is mid, back, and rounded. In 
addition to feature specification, vowels are also thought of in terms of their 
acoustic properties. Certain frequencies in a vowel signal are naturally ampli
fied; these are known as formants, and correspond roughly to tongue position. 
The first formant, called F1, at the lowest frequency, is inversely proportional 
to vowel height, the second proportional to backness [15]. Thus, by graphing 
formant frequencies onto a two-dimensional space, one can visually represent 
a vowel inventory that roughly corresponds to the place of articulation in the 
mouth. Figure 1 shows how tongue position relates to the trapezoidal vowel 
space. When the body of the tongue is high and front, the vowel produced, /i/, 
is located at the top left corner of the trapezoid. Formulas are often applied 
to the formant frequencies to achieve a direct mapping to tongue position (see 
section 2.5). 

2.2 How Vowels Work 

It has long been hypothesized that human vowel systems are self-organizing, 
meaning that they emerge out of physiological constraints that are indepen
dent of the particular language spoken. The two driving forces in this system 
are widely thought to be production and perception. Production constraints 
limit the sounds speakers can efficiently pronounce, coaxing vowel systems into 
a trapezoidal shape corresponding to the available articulatory space. The con
straints of perception deal with ease of differentiation; individuals must be able 
to distinguish sounds in noisy environments, which causes the vowels in any 
given inventory to be as far apart as possible. Liljencrants and Lindblom [16] 
first approached this as an optimization problem, applying a mathematical for
mula to the vowel inventory of an individual. Bart de Boer detected a flaw in 
this approach, namely that it did not apply to a population, as proscribed by the 
newly developing principles of synthetic ethology [7]. de Boer turned the prob
lem into one of multi-agent simulation, endowing agents with certain abilities 
and rules to follow, and achieving the same result as Liljencrants and Lindblom 
in the absence of central control and direct optimization. This paper aims to 
show that the underlying concepts of these two approaches are equivalent, by 
first replicating de Boer's experiments, then removing all of the extraneous lin
guistic details of the simulation. The resulting system contains only the bare 
essentials of a clustering system, independent of sound or language. 
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2.3 Implementation 

de Boer ran a series of simulations that aimed to demonstrate the self-organization 
of vowel systems motivated by minimization of production and perception costs [7, 
6, 8, 10]. His results accurately reflect the range of attested human vowel sys
tems and his simulation is therefore considered to be equivalent to the mech
anism that is responsible for vowel self-organization. The reproduced results, 
with slight modifications, will be called Version 1. Version 1 of the simulation 
is implemented in Objective C, using the Swarm platform. The implementation 
details follow. 

2.3.1 Agents 

The simulation contains a stable population of twenty agents, each endowed 
with the ability to produce speech sounds, perceive speech sounds, and store 
them in their memories. Each agent follows the same rules of interaction and 
adapts its own internal state accordingly. No agent has access to the internal 
states of others, and there is no central control. 

At the beginning of the simulation, all agents start with empty vowel inven
tories. An agent may adapt its inventory by adding or deleting vowels, and by 
adjusting their prototypes by small values. 

2.3.2 "ovvels 

A simulated vowel consists of four parts: the articulatory prototype, the acoustic 
prototype, and scores for success and use. The articulatory prototype is a pair of 
values between 0 and 1 representing vowel height and backness. These values are 
continuous, where a 0 in the first position indicates a low vowel, 0.5 a mid vowel, 
and 1 a high vowel. A 0 in the backness position corresponds to a high vowel, 
0.5 mid, and 1 back. Therefore, an articulatory prototype of 1,0 corresponds to 
the vowel /i/ and 0.5,1 to /0;' Because the values are continuous, agents have 
the ability to pronounce any sound in the possible vowel space. de Boer's vowel 
implementation used three values in the articulatory prototype, corresponding 
to features of height, backness, and rounding. In Version 1, I have reduced the 
articulatory space by eliminating the third feature: rounding. 

The acoustic prototype corresponds to the formant values for the vowel de
scribed by the articulatory prototype. de Boer used four formant values, then 
graphed Fl against F2', a combination of F2, F3, and F4. Formant values are 
calculated using de Boer's formula, interpolated from Maeda [19], but adjusted 
for the lack of a third dimension: rounding. 
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Fl (( -392h2 + 596h - 146)b2 

+(348h2 + -494h + 141)b 

+(340h2 + -796h + 708)) 

F2 (( -1200h2 + 1320h + 188)b2 

+(1864h2 + -2644h - 561)b 

+( -670h2 + 1355h + 1517)) 

In these experiments, only two formants are used, simplifying calculations 
and decreasing runtime. This modification is justifiable in human perception 
because humans are shown to hear vowels with two formants as identical to 
those with three or more [3]. As a result, no modifications are necessary to 
combine formants; all vowels are strictly two-dimensional. 

In addition to the two prototypes, vowels also keep track of the number of 
times they have been used (both in speaking and listening) and the number of 
times they have been successful. These success and use scores are incremented 
according to the outcome of each imitation game and are used to make decisions 
about the quality of the corresponding vowel. Sounds with low success-to-use 
ratios will be removed from the inventory in favor of those with higher ratios. 

When a vowel is produced, noise is added to the signal. This is one source 
of stochasticity in the simulation, and corresponds nicely to the noisy channels 
speakers and listeners encounter in the real world. Noise is a parameter of the 
simulation, meaning that it can be changed for different runs. The noise level 
varies informatively within a range of 0 to 0.25. When a vowel is pronounced, 
noise is added by multiplying both formant values by a random value in the 
range (l-n, l+n). Because noise is multiplicative instead of additive, signals of 
higher frequencies will be more severely distorted than those of lower frequencies. 
However, this corresponds to human perception in that higher frequencies within 
the human speech range are more difficult to distinguish [21]. 

Vowels are distinguished acoustically by a weighted Euclidean distance mea
sure, D, where 

>. is the relative weight of F2, where lambda = 0.3 for all experiments [9]. 
This is related to human perception in that formants 2 and above are less 
acoustically salient [9]. This has the effect of increasing the degree of backness 
differentiation within individuals' vowel inventory. 

Traditionally, the vowel space is graphed in Hertz, on a logarithmic or semi
logarithmic scale. Using Bark as units eliminates this need; it directly maps 
Hertz to Bark, which uses a logarithmic function for high frequencies and a 
linear function for low ones. This paper uses negative Bark for displaying all 
vowel inventories. Thus, a high front vowel with formant frequencies at Fl = 
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Speaker: A Listener: B 
If (V = 0) 

Add random vowel to V 
Pick random vowel v from V 
Uv f- Uv + 1 
Produce signal Al : Al f- noise(acv ) 

Receive signal Al 

If (V = 0) 
Find phoneme (vnew , AI) 

V f- VUvnew 

Calculate Vrec: 

Vrec E V 1\.::JV2: (V2 E V I\D(Al ,acv 2) 

< D(Al' acvrec )) 

Produce signal A2 : A2 = noise(acvrec ) 

Receive signal A2 

Calculate Vrec: 

Vrec E V 1\ .::JV2 : (V2 E V 1\ D(Al, aCv 2) 

< D(Al' acvrec )) 

If (vrec = v) 
Send non-verbal feedback:success 
Sv f- Sv + 1 

Else 
Send non-verbal feedback:Jailure 

Receive non-verbal feedback. 
Update V according to feedback 

Do other updates of V. Do other updates of V. 

Figure 2: Language Interaction Algorithm 

250H z and F2 = 2200Hz will occur on the Bark scale at F1 = -6Bark and 
F2 = -7 Bark. Lower vowels will have lower F1 values and farther back vowels 
will have higher F2 values. 

Bark = { 
I (Hertz) 
n 2'7T.32 + 2 

0.1719 
Hertz-51 

110 

Hertz> 271.32 
Hertz::::; 271.32 

Agents do computations on formant frequencies in Hertz; Bark is used only 
for neatly displaying results. 

2.3.3 Language Interaction 

Agents interact in an iterative series of what de Boer calls 'imitation games.' 
Figure 2 describes the interaction algorithm in pseudo-code, where Sv and Uv 

represent the success and use scores of a vowel, respectively, S is the synthesizer 
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function, and D is the Euclidean distance between two vowels. This algorithm 
is explained in detail below. 

At each time step, two agents are selected at random from the population: 
one speaker and one listener. The speaker (A) selects a vowel at random from 
his inventory; if the inventory is empty, he makes up a new vowel by randomly 
selecting values for an articulatory prototype. A then pronounces this vowel, 
adding noise to the formants within the parametric range. 

The listener (B) then perceives these formants and compares them to those 
of the vowels in his own inventory. If B's inventory is empty, he finds an 
acoustically similar vowel by talking to himself. He then finds the closest vowel 
he knows, as measured by the Euclidean distance D. B produces this vowel, 
adding noise. 

A hears B's vowel and compares it to the original one he spoke. If the 
two are acoustically close enough, meaning that they can be confused in the 
presence of the specified noise levels, the game is a success. If the agents' 
vowels are not the same, the game fails. A then communicates the outcome 
of the game to B nonverbally. de Boer justifies this process with speculation 
about the nature of child language acquisition: Facial expressions or other types 
of nonverbal feedback can give individuals information about the success of 
communication [9]. Both agents then update their internal states based on the 
outcome of the game. 

If an imitation game was successful, both agents increment the success scores 
of the corresponding vowel. B makes adjustments to the prototype by shift
ing the articulatory prototype by small increments and seeing if the resulting 
acoustic signal is a better imitation of the original. If the game was a failure, B 
analyzes the failed vowel in terms of its previous success rate. If the vowel has a 
success/use ratio less than a certain threshold (0.7), it is probably a bad vowel 
and is removed from B's inventory. If the success/use ratio is greater than the 
threshold, some effort is made to adapt by shifting it closer to the original signal 
(see Figure 3). 

Other actions the agents perform are described in Tables 2 and 3. Do 
other updates of V is executed by both agents after the completion of each 
imitation game. Agents remove the vowels that have low success/use ratios, 
merge vowels that can be confused in the presence of noise, either by their 
acoustic or articulatory prototypes, and add new vowels to their inventories. 
Merge acts on a pair of vowels, simply deleting the vowel with the lowest 
success/use ratio and adding those success and use scores to the more successful 
vowel. 

Find phoneme sets the articulatory prototype to 0.5 for all features, then 
gets the corresponding acoustic prototype by calling the synthesizer function 
and calls Shift closer. Shift closer tests each of the articulatory neighbors 
of a vowel, determined by adjusting both the height and backness values of the 
prototype by ±O.l. If any of these is closer to the desired signal, the agent 
abandons the original signal in favor of the improved one. This process is 
repeated in Find phoneme until a satisfactory vowel is found. 
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Shift closer ( v, A) Do other updates of V 
Vbest f- v For (Vv E V) 
For (all articulatory neighbors VneighOfv) do: If (sv/uv < 0.71\ Uv > 5) 

If (D(acvneigh, A) < D(acvrec , A)) Vf-V-V 

Vbest f- Vneigh For (VVI E V) 
V f- Vbest For (VV2 : (V2 E V 1\ V2 -=I- VI)) 

If (D(acvl' aCv2 <acoustic threshold) 
Merge(vI' V2, V) 

If (D(arvI' arv2) <articulatory threshold) 
Merge(vI' V2, V) 

Add new vowel to V with small probability 

Merge(vI' v2, V) Find phoneme(vnew , A) Update according to feedback 
If (Svl/uvI < Sv2/Uv2) arv f- (0.5,0.5) Uvrec f- Uvrec + 1 

Sv2 f- Sv2 + Svl acv f- S(arv) If (feedback signal = success) 
Uv2 f- Uv2 + Uvl Sv f- 0 Shift closer(vrec , AI) 
V f- V - VI Uv f- 0 Svrec f- Svrec + 1 

Else Do Else 
Svl f- Svl + Sv2 Vnew f- V If( uvrec/ Svrec > threshold) 
Uvl f- Uvl + Uv2 Shift closer (vnew , A) Find phoneme(vnew , AI) 
V f- V - V2 Until(v = vnew ) V f- VUvnew 

Else 
Shift closer ( vrec , AI) 

Figure 3: Internal Agent Algorithms 
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Figure 4: Year 5000, Noise 0.15 

2.4 Results 

The results of the Version 1 are manifested as a graph of vowels in two-dimensional 
space, with F2 on the x-axis and Fl on the y-axis. The vowel inventories of all 
twenty agents are superimposed. Because of the relationship between formant 
frequencies and articulatory features, this graph can be imagined as a map of the 
oral cavity. It is important to note that the vowel space of the results is trape
zoidal, to correspond with the articulatory constraints set by the synthesizing 
function. 

Figure 4 displays the results of Version 1 after 5000 imitation games, or years, 
in the presence of 15 percent noise. The clustering effect is quite clear. This 
run of the simulation produced a six-vowel system, roughly symmetrical and 
evenly spaced. The points that are not part of clusters in the left-hand side of 
the figure represent sounds newly introduced to the system. They have not had 
enough time to propagate throughout the population. Depending on the small 
variations and stochastic behavior of the system, they may catch on and become 
part of the inventory, or they may be absorbed into a previously existing cluster, 
or deleted altogether. This behavior is characteristic of agent-based simulation. 
While small variations and local events are subject to randomization, the system 
as a whole exhibits deterministic behavior on a larger scale. 

2.4.1 Time 

Because the agent interactions are continually subject to stochasticity, it is 
particularly important to observe the behavior of the system over time. Figure 
5 shows the progression of a population's vowel inventory over a number of 
time steps. After 20 games most agents have had a chance to speak at least 
once. There has not been enough opportunity for interaction for any system
wide behavior to emerge. At 500 games, clusters are beginning to develop. 
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Figure 5: Time-series: Simulation output at years 20, 500, 2000, 10000 for 0.15 
noise. 
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There are one or two vowels that have taken hold; nearly every agent in the 
simulation has them. Others are newly invented or starting to cluster. At 2000 
games the interaction level is nearing sufficient for inventories to span the entire 
available vowel space. At this point, the system is robust to the creation of new 
vowels; they are quickly absorbed by nearby clusters. The population inventory 
is stable, but not static. 10,000 years into the simulation the inventory is much 
the same as it was at 2000. However, some clusters have shifted slightly and 
most are packed more tightly together. 

2.4.2 Noise 

Version 1 behaves as expected under differing noise levels. As signals become 
noisier, agents must pay more attention to differentiating between adjacent vow
els. Therefore a population evolves fewer clusters that are further apart. At low 
noise levels vowel clusters are more numerous and closer together. The concept 
of 'noise' is a delicate one, and will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

2.4.3 Variation 

Version 1 is equivalent to de Boer's system, as it evolves the same type behavior 
over under the same circumstances. Due to the stochasticity inherent to both 
simulations, no two runs of the program will be the same, but they will exhibit 
certain similar properties. All five graphs show vowel inventories after 10,000 
games. However, each is the result of a different series of events. The choices 
of vowels to use, the outcomes of individual imitation games, and the addition 
of new vowels by agents are different in each run, but produce similar results. 
Each inventory is spread maximally through the acoustic space and while each 
shows slightly different degrees of clustering, they have achieved clustering in 
the same way. 
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Shift closer ( v, A) *Do other updates of V 
Vbest f- v For (\Iv E V) 

For (all acoustic neighbors VneighO!V) do: If (sv/uv < 0.71\ Uv > 5) 
If (D(acvneigh' A) < D(acvree , A)) Vf-V-V 

Vbest f- Vneigh For (\lVl E V) 

V f- Vbest For (\lV2 : (V2 E V 1\ V2 -=I- Vl)) 
If (D(acvl' aCv 2 <acoustic threshold) 

Merge(vl' V2, V) 

Add new vowel to V with small probability 

Merge(vl' v2, V) Find phoneme(vnew , A) Update according to feedback 
If (Svl/uvl < Sv2/Uv2) Uvree f- Uvree + 1 

Sv2 f- Sv2 + Svl acv f- (1000,5000) If (feedback signal = success) 

Uv 2 f- Uv 2 + Uvl Sv f- a Shift closer (vree , A 1) 

V f- V - Vl Uv f- a Svree f- Svree + 1 
Else Do Else 

Svl f- Svl + Sv2 Vnew f- V If( u vree / Svree > threshold) 

Uvl f- Uvl + Uv 2 Shift closer ( Vnew , A) *Find phoneme(vnew , A 1 ) 

V f- V - V2 Until(v = v new ) V f- VUvnew 

Else 
Shift closer ( Vree ' A 1) 

Figure 8: Modified Agent Actions (changes marked with *) 

3 Adaptation 

The synthetic model is demonstrated to output the same results as attested 
human behavior, and can therefore be considered an equivalent system. This 
is excellent evidence to support the long-standing belief that vowel inventories 
are self-organizing, as well as subject to costs of production and perception. 
However, I contend that a more basic mechanism is at work in these experi
ments. The process that causes vowels to cluster can be isolated and used in a 
range of applications. The simulation depends on agents passing 'vowels' among 
themselves, where 'vowels' are represented as abstract objects consisting of an 
articulatory prototype, an acoustic prototype, and scores for success and use. 
While this is a conceivable solution to how human brains store vowels, it is an un
necessary embellishment to the simulation. I aim to demonstrate that the same 
behavior can be produced by a more simplified system, and one that abstracts 
so far away from actual speech that it can be considered domain-independent. 

3.1 Implementation 

What was a vowel in Version 1 is now expressed as a 'signal' in Version 2. A 
signal consists of two numerical values, x and y, which are continuous within a 
specified range, and scores for success and use. Agents pass these signals in an 
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Figure 9: Results of Version 2, year 500, noise 0.05. 

imitation game format identical to that of Version 1 (see table 1). All mention 
of prototypes is eliminated. Signals are shifted closer by adding or subtracting 
a small value from their numerical x and y elements. The synthesizer function 
is no longer needed to map articulatory prototypes to acoustic signals. 

The major implementational differences occur in Shift closer, Find phoneme, 
and Do other updates of V (see Figure 8). Shift closer now finds acoustic 
neighbors by adding or subtracting a small value (usually 50) in Hertz. Find 
phoneme starts by setting the acoustic, not articulatory, prototype to a middle 
value and doesn't run the synthesizer. In Do other updates of V, all merging 
takes place on acoustic distance; the articulatory merge clause is eliminated. 

The results of Version 2 are very similar to Version 1. They still exhibit 
clustering and maximally span the available vowel space. One notable difference 
is in the shape of the vowel space. Because the acoustic synthesizer no longer 
constricts the signals to possible human sounds, the trapezoid is lost, and the 
vowel space is square. Compare Figure 9 to the first graph in Figure 6. 

This behavior is entirely predictable. The synthesizer function de Boer uses 
to map articulatory prototypes onto acoustic signals effectively restricts the 
phoneme space to the canonical trapezoid. This element of the simulation 
serves solely to make the resulting vowels look like those of attested human 
systems. Any other synthesizer function would produce a shape proscribed by 
the equations it contained. A direct mapping produces a square. 

3.2 Results 

The results of Version 2 are very similar to Version 1. They still exhibit clus
tering and maximally span the available vowel space. One notable difference 
is in the shape of the vowel space. Because the acoustic synthesizer no longer 
constricts the signals to possible human sounds, the trapezoid is lost, and the 
vowel space is square. Compare Figure 9 to the first graph in Figure 6. 

This behavior is entirely predictable. The synthesizer function de Boer uses 
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Figure 10: Results of Version 2, year 500, noise 0.05. 

to map articulatory prototypes onto acoustic signals effectively restricts the 
phoneme space to the canonical trapezoid. This element of the simulation serves 
solely to make the resulting vowels look like those of attested human systems. 
Any other synthesizer function would produce a shape proscribed by the equa
tions it contained. A direct mapping produces a square (see Figure 9). Figure 
10 shows the vowel inventories at the same time steps for two different sets of 
synthesizer equations. The trapezoid on the left represents the original formulas 
described in 2.3.2. The triangle on the right shows the effects of changing those 
formulas to the following: 

Fl 3000h2 

F2 1400bh 

3.2.1 Time 

Despite the simplification of the simulation, clustering still takes place, if pos
sibly over a longer period of time due to the increased vowel space. Version 2 
exhibits the same patterns of convergence through time as does Version 1, as 
shown in Figure 10. Again, phoneme clusters develop after a sufficient number 
of imitation games, and shift slowly as more vowels are added, imitated, and 
merged. The only behavioral difference between Versions 1 and 2, aside from 
the shape and size of the signal space, 

3.2.2 Noise 

Noise-series results (Figure 11) show similar properties to Version 1. As the 
noise level increases, the number of distinct clusters decreases. At all noise 
levels, the population takes advantage of the largest available vowel space, and 
clusters are evenly distributed throughout the space. 
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Figure 12: Time-series: Simulation output at year 20, 500, 2000, and 10000 for 
0.15 noise. 
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Figure 13: Noise-series: Simulation output at year 10000 for 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 
0.20 noise. 
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3.3 Analysis 

Because this simplified system exhibits equivalent clustering behavior to de 
Boer's, we can conclude that none of the linguistic features that were eliminated 
were necessary for a system to exhibit clustering. This conclusion is informa
tive when considering synthetic approaches to any self-organizing system. The 
consequences thereof will be discussed in the following chapter. 

4 Concl us ion 

4.1 The clustering mechanism 

de Boer shows that the behavior of human vowel systems can be reproduced 
using agent-based simulation. By modifying the algorithm to eliminate several 
complicating factors, this experiment has shown equivalent behavior in a simpli
fied system. This demonstrates that the articulatory prototype, the synthesizer 
function, the number of formants, and all processes that rely on them, directly or 
indirectly, are unnecessary to the clustering mechanism that drives the system. 
This is not to say that the human brain does not store articulatory prototypes, 
or that the vocal tract does not produce an acoustic signal dependent on its 
shape, but only that the emergence of clusters does not depend on them. 

Instead, the clustering mechanism is based in the imitation games. The syn
thesizer function is responsible for producing a realistic vowel trapezoid. Though 
artificial, this is allowable because it restricts the behavior of the system in the 
same way as attested human systems are physiologically restricted. Because the 
function effectively imitates the mapping of articulatory features to acoustic sig
nals in the human vocal tract, it does not deter from the simulation, but rather 
casts it in an understandable domain. This is in keeping with Worden's sec
ond principle of language evolution theory. Limiting the acoustic space exploits 
what is known about how language works, and also sets the model in the arena 
of human physiology [14]. The same is true for formant information. A system 
could cluster based on any number of formants, but humans can distinguish four 
(to varying degrees), and therefore any system that attempts to mimic human 
behavior should do the same. 

4.2 Optimization 

Liljencrants and Lindblom's mathematical approach uses explicit optimization 
of a production and perception function for one speaker's vowel inventory. de 
Boer's agent-based system casts the same process as distributed optimization 
over a population of speakers. Effectively, the only change he made was taking 
the action of optimization out of central control and into the hands of the agents. 
This is misleading, though. While there is no central system controlling the form 
of the vowel inventory, the agents are all given the same imperative to imitate. 
This is common in the field of synthetic ethology, where motivation is encoded 
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in the rules for interaction. Because all agents have the same range of behaviors, 
the simulation does run under a limited form of central control. 

de Boer rejected the mathematical optimization approach for its lack of real
ism. However, all he has done is to perform the same optimization over a number 
of agents in a stochastic domain. His simulation assumes that minimization of 
production and perception costs is precisely the force at work, effectively re
producing Liljencrants and Lindblom's formula in a distributed arena. He has, 
however, achieved an implementation of such optimization in the domain of 
synthetic ethology. 

4.3 Production and Perception 

All models of vowel self-organization discussed in this paper rely on the as
sumption that individuals want to minimize the cost of signal production and 
perception. That is to say, speakers strive to use the least amount of energy 
to pronounce sounds, and listeners do the same in differentiating them. This 
is manifested in the agent behaviors of merging vowels that take too much en
ergy to differentiate, discarding vowels that prove unsuccessful, and randomly 
introducing new vowels. The two processes work in different directions; sounds 
that take little effort to produce are more likely to be difficult to perceive. This 
model has been widely hypothesized, becoming the dominant theory of phone
mic organization. Liljencrants and Lindblom explicitly assign production and 
perception costs to individual signals, then optimize a function to find the min
imum expenditure of both in combination [16]. de Boer distributes this process, 
allowing agents to merge vowels that take too much effort to differentiate, while 
adding new vowels to take advantage of the available acoustic space. This may 
be seen in the resulting vowel inventories as a tendency to evolve tight clusters, 
while spreading them as far apart as possible. Because human vowel systems 
are observed to display said properties, we may conclude that our underlying 
assumptions about production and perception are correct, or at least equivalent 
to human cognitive processes. 

4.4 Simulation deficiencies 

Several of the language simulations discussed in chapter 1 set out an explicit 
task for the agents to perform. In fact, it can be considered one of the features 
of agent-based simulation. In limiting the domain to only the relevant processes, 
agent behavior is forced in a predetermined direction. By encoding an affinity 
for imitation in the agents' behavior, we are adding not just a specialized lan
guage processing device, but a low-level behavioral algorithm designed to evolve 
population-level patterns. While this is consistent with other experiments in the 
same field, it violates the basic principles of all three of Curran and O'Riordan's 
theories of language evolution. 

Another imperfection in the simulation concerns stochasticity in implemen
tation. Though their interactions are assigned randomly, over time all agents 
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get to talk to each other. Because the random numbers that choose game play
ers are uniformly distributed, this is equivalent to letting all agents talk to all 
others. A modification that may make the simulation more realistic is to restrict 
interaction to pairs of physical neighbors. As agents move around a physical 
environment, they could only speak to agents in adjacent positions. Not only 
would this more closely emulate the behavior of human populations, it would 
be truer to the precepts of synthetic ethology, that stress the importance of 
studying agents within an environment. 

4.5 Noise 

The single most influential variable in both Version 1 and 2 is noise. It dictates 
the diameter of the clusters, as well as their distance from each other. It is easy 
to think of this variable in terms of the actual acoustic noise we can hear, but 
it would be unrealistic to apply this feature to human vowel systems. Clearly, 
those languages with only five vowels did not evolve in an environment with 
more ambient noise than those with richer inventories. Instead, 'noise' must 
be defined as some process independent of vowel self-organization, whatever it 
may be. If a language is consonant-rich, fewer vowels are needed in order to 
effect a large enough lexeme space for the necessary meanings. However, if it 
has very few consonants, a small vowel inventory would lead to either a high 
level of lexeme overlap or ambiguity, or a need for very long words to avoid such 
ambiguity. This is only one possibility for the presence of 'noise' in a vowel 
system. Probably it is erroneous, but it is helpful in avoiding the dependence 
of the variable on what we generally term 'noise.' 

4.6 Consequences for human behavior 

The difference between sufficient and necessary conditions was discussed in 1.5.3. 
It is here that such a distinction becomes important. We have shown equivalence 
in the clustering mechanisms of human vowel inventories and the synthetic mod
els. Drawing a parallel is easy, but explaining the actual computations taking 
place in the human brain is much harder. The relevant question, then, concerns 
the application of the demonstrated clustering mechanism to actual language 
evolution. In other words, did vowels self-organize as a result of iterated im
itation games? It is entirely possible. There is currently no evidence to the 
contrary, so we may conclude that imitation is a candidate explanation for the 
cognitive process behind the emergence of clustered phoneme inventories. This 
approaches Worden's fourth criterion for a theory of language evolution [29]: it 
suggests a theory of human language computation. 

In considering a population-level vowel inventory, we necessarily accept that 
clusters exist. It would be unreasonable to assume that all language users 
produce or store exactly the same acoustic signal. Instead, we acknowledge 
that the signals for two speakers must be sufficiently similar to be identified 
as the same sound. Thus, charting the vowel inventories of a population of 
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speakers on top of one another will result in clusters much the same as the 
Version 1 output. 

4.7 Consequences for further research 

Quite possibly, there are still elements of Version 2 that may be simplified, and 
a clustering mechanism retained. Nevertheless, the simulation has clearly been 
moved outside the realm of vowels. With small adjustments, the language in
teraction algorithms may be embellished to represent a wide range of behaviors 
that exhibit the same type of clustering. Candidate systems may encompass 
self-organizing population-wide behaviors in lexeme assignment, market prices, 
traffic jams, or housing patterns. The clustering mechanism may be what is at 
the heart of self-organization. Then again, though these are sufficient condi
tions for the emergence of human-like vowel inventories, we cannot claim they 
are necessary. However, they do seem to be equivalent, and are therefore the 
clustering mechanism derived in Version 2 is a very powerful tool for studying 
self-organizing systems. 

Note: All original program code discussed in this paper is available online 
at http://www.sccs.swarthmore.edu/users/04/ethomfo1/thesis/ 
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